TOURNAMENT RESULTS

GOTHENBURG: (EGP)
1st was Matthew Macfadyen and second was Frank Janssen (NL).

GENEVA: (EGP)
1st was Guo Juan (CHI) and second was Frank Janssen (NL).

FUJITSU EUROPEAN GRAND PRIX STANDINGS:
1. Frank Janssen (6d NL) 37.5 pts.
2. Matthew Macfadyen (6d UK) 27 pts.
2. Guo Juan (6d CHI) 27 pts.

WEST SURREY:
26 students and 5 teachers attended the Teach-in. The simultaneous games session finished; Dan 13, Kyu 13.
There were 56 entrants for the handicap tournament ranging from 4 dan to 35 kyus.
The winner of the prize money and the cup was Stuart Bartholomew (1d, CLGC) for the second year running.
Prizes for 4/4 were given to: A. Lane (14k, Basingstoke), W. Brompton (24k, Furze Platt).
Prizes for 3/4 were given to: S. Draper (2d, Basingstoke), J. McAnally (1k, Chester), S. Beaton (1k, Furze Platt), P. Margetts (3k), M. Harvey (8k Chester), J. Johnstone (12k, Bournemouth), P. Donovan (12k), O. Bailey (14k, W. Surrey), M. Cowson (15k, W. Surrey), C. Morris (15k, W. Surrey), S. Brooks (15k, W. Surrey), E. Brooks (18k, Swindon), E. Penesi (34k, Stevenage).
The 1x13 tournament produced the following prize winners from 35 entrants:
Most wins=9 J. McAnally. Highest % wins=80% C. Dawson. Most persistent (wins x played)=70 Simon Brook.
Attributed to Simon Goss: "A half-eye makes a live group, A and B are miai, C and D are me two other eyes".

THE ASAHI LONDON GO CONGRESS:
1st was S. Zhang who was won by S. Zhang (6d, China).
Prizes for 4/4 went to: W. Li (1d, CHI), S. Silver (11k), C. Krouse (17k, D), T. Yoder (2d, Ukraine), J. T. Hall and V. Bogdanov (Russia).
The Main event was won by J. Zhang and this also (wait for it) was won by S. Zhang with 7/7.
Other places with 5/7: 2nd Matthew Macfadyen, 3rd D. Söffel, 4th R. Saito, 5th V. Bogdanov, 2 other prize winners: 7 wins; P. Lipatov (6k), 6 wins: M. Charles (1d), D. Gavrilo (2k).
5 wins: V. Kruse (3d), H. Yu (3d), Goetzke (2d), Andrew Jones (2d), T. Gavrilov (12k), T. Wright (1d), A. Habsuan (1k), V. Berhauser (5k), A. Silver (1k).
Qualifiers for the 1992 Candidates Tournament were: Claire Wright, Phil Achard and Jonathan Chaytway.
The Congress was attended by 150 altogether, but clearly the Man of the Match was Dr. Zhang who did not lose a single game in any of the competitions.

FUJITSU PLATT:
The 1st Furze Platt Tournament was attended by 84 entrants, is this a record for a new event?
The winner was Jim Clare (3rd Reading).
Other prize winners with 3/3 were: G. Wright (1k), H. Huggett (3k), A. Lane (11k), O. Birne (14k), C. Rudge (28k), E. Sprott (32k).
Qualifiers for the 1992 Candidates Tournament were: Chris Whitehouse and Vince West.
The team prize won by Wanstow, There were 4 winners in the 13x13: T. Crowther, O. Cox, D. Hills, A. Duarte.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

For further details of the overseas events, contact Tony Atkins or myself.
Generally UK tournaments do not require entry on an entry form. If you do not have one, phone up for details.

FUJITSU EUROPEAN GRANDS PRIX:
The remaining tournaments for the 91/92 season are:
Copenhagen (22-23 Feb), Vienna (13-15 Mar),
Paris (18-20 Apr), Budapest (1-3 May), Milan (16-17 May),
Amsterdam (28-31 May), Hamburg (6-8 June),

OTHER OVERSEAS TOURNAMENTS:
Here are some more dates:
Cannes (22-23 Feb), Hannover (11-12 Apr), Munich (2-3 May), Cologne (13-14 Jun),
Kaiserslautern (20-21 Jun), Kiel (27-28 Jun), Bratislava (15-16 Aug),
Svetlogorsk (21-2 Aug).

2ND HAYA HANDICAP TOURNAMENT
Saturday 8th February:
Location: The IVC, 1-4 The Piazza, Covent Garden, London. Entrance through Cubitts Yard.
Registration between 14.30 and 15.20. This is a no smoking tournament.
The tournament will be in two parts: 15.30 to 17.30 = all play all, 18.00 to 20.45 = 3 round Swiss.
Entry fee £4, unweighted/under-18s £2.50, non-BGA add £1.
Contact: David Ward, 59A Halliford Street, Islington, London N1 3EQ.
Tel. 071-364-3206.

OXFORD
Saturday 15th February:
Location: The 90 High Street Lecture Room, University College. Registration to 10.30,
3 round Macmahon, time limits 60 minutes plus overtime.
Entry fee £4, unweighted/under-18s £2.50, non-BGA add £1.
Late entries after 13/2 add £2.
Contact: Hugo Huggett, 84 Bartlemais Close, Oxford, OX4 2BA.
Tel. 0865-243563.

CAMBRIDGE TRIGANTS TOURNAMENT
Sunday 1st March:
Location: Memorial Hall, Woodlands Lane, Great Shelford, Cambs. Registration to 10.30,
3 round Macmahon, time limits 60 minutes plus overtime.
Fees: adult £5, unweighted/student/snr citizen £3.50, school pupils £2.
On the day entry +£1, non-BGA +£1.
Contact: Eddie Ashfield, 11 De Freville Court, De Freville Road, Great Shelford, Cambs, CB2 6LH.
Tel. 0223-845316.

Continued overleaf...
BRITISH YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIP  
Sunday 15th March:
Location: Stowe School, Buckinghamshire. Players of all strengths are welcome.
Contact: Alex Eve, 17 St. Peter's Road, Brackley, Northants NN13 5DE. Tel. 0280 704551.

25th BRITISH GO CONGRESS  
10-12 April:
Location: University of Nottingham. Registration by 19:20 Friday (lightning) and 9:30 on Saturday.
The British Lighting Go Championship will take place on the Friday at 19:30, with time limits of 12 minutes.
The main tournament will be a 5 round MacMahon, with 9x9 tournament, team Lightning, 1x13 tournament, Rengo, Individual Lightning, 9x9 3-plax, 2x20 tournament, 3 players per team.
Accommodation cannot be guaranteed after 23rd for registration. Tournament entries accepted to close of registration.
Contact: Austin Dilks, 34 Little Hollies, Forest Town, Mansfield, Notts. NG19 0EB. Tel. 0623-25361.

COVENTRY  
(More change of date) Sunday 26th April:
ENTRY FORM ENCLOSED
New location: Midland Sport Centre, Cromwell Lane, Tile Hill, Coventry. Registration to 10:15.
3 round MacMahon. Fees: BGA £4, non-members £5, juniors £2. Late entries after 23/4 £2.
Buffet lunch can be ordered up to 17/4 at £3.75.
Contact: Mike Lynn, "Hillcroft", Barston Lane, Barston, Solihull, W. Midlands, B92 0JZ. Tel. 0675-442753.

36th EUROPEAN GO CONGRESS (BGP)  
27th July to 11th August:
Location: Gremion Building, University of Kent, Canterbury.
The Congress is a two week event with a weekend tournament in the middle. You can, alternatively, come for just one week or for the weekend only. The main tournament is a 10 round MacMahon with one game per day in the morning, and with Wednesdays free. The middle weekend is for a separate 5 round tournament.
The planned side events are: Europe v Asia match, computer Go tournament, Team Lightning, 1x13 tournament, Rengo, Individual Lightning, 9x9 tournament, Shogi tournament, Living chess, songs, etc.
JAL have kindly donated a free ticket to Japan. This will be awarded by a random draw from all players of shodan strength or stronger who win 6 games or more in the main event.
NB: NO NEW REDUCE PRICES. These supercede those stated in the entry form, thanks to re-negotiated terms.
Congress will take place as usual on 1st round, weekend £50; weekend only £15. One week £25, one week plus weekend £35; players under 18 and full-time students may deduct 50% from congress fee. A deposit of 25% is payable on entry, and the balance on arrival. A 10% discount is offered for full payment received by 26th May.
A 10% surcharge will be applied to entries received after 8th July.
Various accommodation options. Check for details.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY:
Note * is provisional. May change, so check nearer to the time.
Haya CLGC (8 Feb), Oxford (15 Feb), Cambridge (1 Mar), Youth Championship & Stowe (15 Mar),
British Congress & Nottingham (10-12 Apr), Coventry (26 Apr), Candidates (2-4 May), Baggel [(x May),
Challengers (23-25 May), Ladies Championship (19-21 Jun), Leicester (20 Jun),
European Congress @ Canterbury (25 Jul-8 Aug), European Weekend Tournament (1-2 Aug), Northern [(5-6 Sep),
Milan Keynes (19 Sep), Shrewsbury (4 Oct), Bourne End (17 Nov), Birmingham [(22 Nov),
West Surrey Teach-in (x5 Dec), West Surrey H/C Tournament (x3 Dec).

** Please let me know about any changes or additions, or if provisional dates become firm. **

--- NEWS ---

The following promotions have been approved by the Council:
Paul Christie, Andrew Jones and David Phillips to 2 dan. Alan Hornbuckle to 1 dan.
The Council has decided that the job of Tournament Coordinator as defined in the past does not reflect the way that the work is actually done. Therefore it is to be replaced by two parts. The aspect concerning keeping track of tournament plans will be done by the Newsletter Editor (as is already the case). And there will be a new post of 'British Championship Organiser' who will make arrangements for and run the Candidates Tournament, the Challengers League, and the Title matches. Anyone interested in holding this post please phone Tony Atkins.
Some changes have been made to the prices for the European Congress that appear in the entry form. See above.

The following information is from Bob Bagot, the Book Distributor:
NB: Bob's phone no. is incorrect in the journal, and this is causing inconvenience. Should be: 092575 3138.
Some cheques got lost around Feb/March last year. If anyone had a cheque that was not debited from their account could they let Bob know.
NB: There will probably be a book and equipment stall at Wanstead, Oxford, Coventry and the British Congress.
NOTE: The book can only be purchased by Cheque or bank transfer to BAGOT, 56 Whitley Road, Oxford OX3 8DD. Order by phone 0488 70303 or 70282.
Also in stock is a reprint of G18 "Test your Go strength" by Miyamoto. £6.00 by hand or £6.90 by post.
BGA subscriptions for 1992 are now due. Club secretaries have been contacted directly by Terry.
Rates: Overseas £8, Unattached £7.50, Unattached Student £3.50. Send to Terry Barker, address below.

It is felt that it would be useful to have one person keeping track of foreign tournaments, in order to be both a source of information and to act as a coordinator for those planning to visit them. I have volunteered to do this and await your phone calls. If people planning to go to tournaments abroad let me know, I will be able to pass this on to any subsequent callers with view to you coordinating your travel plans. Obviously, this will only be as effective as you make it.

Mark Hall has proposed the following new tournament and would like someone to volunteer to fix a date and to organise it at the CLGC. It would be a smoking permitted tournament (1) open to dan players only, which would be organised as a 5 round Swiss draw and the first 32 to enter would play. Entry would be £10 and there would be a first prize of £150. Volunteers who need not necessarily be from the CLGC, please contact Tony Atkins.

For contact addresses see the reverse of the price list.